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distance guaranteed.  Munirka Market

Mockery. sarojini nagar

Brand-Aid City 

Photos & Text:  Sreedeep

We are always surrounded by brand images. In every urbane 
locale, they act as backdrops against which we laugh, cry, play, run, 
rewind, refresh and relish. They showcase contradiction between 
old and new, poor and rich, and tradition and modernity. This 
series of photographs focuses not merely on the sheer presence 
and magnificence of commercial propaganda, but also displays the 
subtle irony of its presence in the context of a developing nation. 
The images not only reveal the grandeur of the logo, but also life 
in front of the logo, which may contradict or enhance the spirit of 
the advertised product and its message. These are such images of 
contradiction and confusion, commercialisation and camouflage, 
harmony and chaos, pride and agony, and poverty and power.

indian women of today, a paradox. Vasant Vihar

Culture contrasts: veil and a jeans. PVr saket

reflection of shops and electric poles on a showroom glass pasted with a poster of Priyanka Chopra pole dancing in a Levis ad.  
south extension
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take a walk, either for a principle or as an exercise. CP

Curiosity outside a reebok showroom...’how real is it?’. sn market

Faith and fashion always make money. Khan market

to be fair on her marks! sarojini nagar bus stop

‘grants’ for them; ‘sale’ for us. CP

grand message of seduction covering the wall across all the four floors of 
ambience Mall, one of the biggest in national Capital region (nCr). gurgaon

reflecting the sentiment of ‘i consume, therefore i am’, in a handwritten graffiti 
next to a poster of spiderman on the walls of a video store. saket 
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